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Tell us about your farm.
Gerard farms is a 4th generation family farm operating
in Alexander and Union Counties in Illinois. These are
two of the southernmost counties in the state of Illinois.
We grow rice on about half of our acres and soybeans
on the other half. We are operating in the river bottoms
along the Mississippi river and have a tremendous
supply of water which makes this is an ideal area for
rice production. This upcoming season will be our 25th
rice crop and hopefully our best crop yet!

How do you grow rice? Can it be grown
anywhere?
Our farm is unique to the state of Illinois as we are one
of about three producers in the state. We plant rice in
April with a grain drill directly into the soil or sometimes
we seed with an airplane, dropping seed into the water.
We typically flood our drill-seeded rice with 4” of water
about 30 days after emergence. Our water seed rice is
flooded at planting and stays flooded all season. We
flood our rice to control weeds and provide optimum
growing conditions for the rice. We drain water off the
fields in mid-August and begin harvest in mid-
September. My farm is the northern-most rice farm in
the U.S. It would be difficult to raise rice much further
north than we are located since the length of growing
season gets shorter as you move north. 

We harvest our rice with a typical combine used for
other crops. We begin harvest when the moisture
content of the rice reaches 20%. The unique thing
to rice is that we use a stripper header that strips
the grain off the plant without removing much plant
material. Most of our equipment that goes into the
field is on tracks to minimize making ruts since the
fields can be soft from holding water all summer.
We utilize auger wagons to take the rice from the
combine to the trucks that stay on the field borders.

How do you harvest the rice?

When the rice is harvested, the trucks take the rice
to our grain bins and dump into a conveyor that
puts the rice in the bins. We use very large fans to
push air through the rice to dry it down to 13%
moisture content so it will store for a long time
without concern of spoilage. All throughout the year
as needed, we pull rice out of the bins to be milled
and packaged. We then store the rice in a climate-
controlled warehouse and as orders are placed, we
ship it to our customers for them to use as table
rice. All of the rice we are milling and shipping is
going direct from the farm to the consumer’s table. 

What happens to the rice once its
harvested?


